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Summary

Since early March 2012, the use of lean finely textured beef (LFTB) in the U.S. ground beef supply has come under a barrage of media criticism and consumer backlash. The depiction of LFTB in the media as “pink slime” raised the product’s “yuck” factor and implied that there were food safety issues with LFTB, mainly because ammonium gas is used as an antimicrobial intervention in the production of LFTB. Also, the fact that ground beef purchased for the school lunch program could contain LFTB triggered consumer calls for the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to immediately end the practice.

The meat industry saw media sensationalism as a campaign of misinformation to undermine a product used for more than ten years to supplement lean beef supplies used in ground beef. Ground beef is the most popularly consumed beef item among American consumers, and consumers have increasingly demanded lean ground beef. USDA approved the process that Beef Products, Inc. (BPI), the primary producer of LFTB, uses to produce LFTB, and USDA continues to affirm that LFTB is a safe, nutritious beef product.

Although LFTB received negative press in previous years, the uproar starting in March 2012 has had greater impacts. USDA changed its policy on school lunches to allow schools to have a choice of whether to buy ground beef with LFTB or not. Major grocery chains announced that they were discontinuing the use of LFTB in retail ground beef. The result has been an immediate, sharp decline in 50% beef trimming prices, and expectations of higher ground beef prices. Some companies decided to voluntarily use LFTB labels on ground beef containing the product. Some food safety advocates who believe BPI was a food safety innovator have expressed concern that the barrage of negative publicity could stifle further innovation by meat companies.

The LFTB controversy demonstrates that consumers’ perceptions and understanding of modern food production can quickly affect markets and/or a company’s business. It raises policy issues about how consumers should be informed by either industry or government. Some Members of Congress have expressed strong interest in the LFTB controversy through statements and letters to USDA. Some Members have called for the immediate end of LFTB in the school lunch program, and others have asked that ground beef include labels informing consumers that LFTB is used in a beef product. Legislation also has been introduced that would require LFTB labels.
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Introduction

Since early March 2012, the use of lean finely textured beef (LFTB) in the U.S. ground beef supply has come under a barrage of media criticism and consumer backlash. The depiction of LFTB in the media as “pink slime” raised the product’s “yuck” factor and implied that there were food safety issues with LFTB, mainly because ammonium gas is used as an antimicrobial intervention in the production of LFTB. Also, the fact that ground beef purchased for the school lunch program could contain LFTB triggered consumer calls for the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to immediately end the practice.

The meat industry saw media sensationalism as a campaign of misinformation to undermine a product used for more than ten years to supplement lean beef supplies used in ground beef. Ground beef is the most commonly consumed beef item among American consumers, and consumers have increasingly demanded lean ground beef. USDA approved the process that Beef Products, Inc. (BPI), the primary producer of LFTB, uses to produce LFTB, and USDA continues to affirm that LFTB is a safe, nutritious beef product.

The LFTB controversy demonstrates that consumers’ perceptions and understanding of modern food production can quickly affect markets and/or a company’s business. It raises policy issues about how consumers should be informed by either industry or government. Some Members of Congress have expressed strong interest in the LFTB controversy through statements and letters to USDA. Some members have called for the immediate end of LFTB in the school lunch program, and others have asked that ground beef include labels informing consumers that LFTB is used in the product. Legislation also has been introduced that would require LFTB labels.

Ground Beef

Ground beef is the most widely consumed beef product among American consumers. It is estimated that 40% to 45% of beef is consumed as ground beef, and when beef is prepared for meals eaten at home, ground beef is used 60% of the time. Some analysts believe ground beef as a percentage of beef consumption has increased over the past several years, to maybe as much as 50%, because it is a relatively inexpensive protein choice that consumers turned to during the recent recession and the period of high unemployment.

Ground beef, also called chopped beef, is defined in regulation as chopped fresh and/or frozen beef with or without seasoning, having no more than 30% fat, and with no added water, phosphates, binders, or extenders. According to the regulation, ground beef may also contain beef cheek meat, but if it exceeds 25% by volume, it must be noted on the label. Extenders are described by the National Meat Association (NMA) as cereals, legumes, vegetables, root, and tubers. Available at http://nmaonline.org/pdf/lftb-statement-ltrhd.pdf.
or shaped, to required specifications. A substantial portion—about 25%—of a beef carcass is lean beef trimmings.\(^3\)

Ground beef sold at retail is labeled according to the lean percentage, and most retail outlets carry several types of lean ground beef. Common ground beef leanness labels range from 70% lean to 90%-plus lean, but lean variations are available depending on the store. Ground beef that is labeled as ground chuck, round, or sirloin is derived from these portions of the beef carcass and has a lean percentage from 80% to over 90%. Consumers often buy ground beef of different degrees of leanness based on personal preference or the type of recipe being prepared.

About 80% of the 26 billion pounds of beef produced in the United States in 2011 was from grain-fed cattle, which produce a more marbled or fattier beef, thus limiting the domestic supply of the leanest beef trimmings but providing ample supplies of fattier beef trimmings. Lean U.S. cow and bull beef are used to supplement lean supplies. In addition, to meet the demand for lean ground beef, the United States annually imports more than 2 billion pounds of beef, mostly lean beef, to be blended with fatter domestic beef trimmings.

**Lean Finely Textured Beef**

LFTB is a beef product developed by Beef Products, Inc. (BPI), in 1991 to provide more domestic lean beef.\(^4\) BPI purchases beef trimmings, mostly 50% lean or less, from USDA-inspected beef processing plants, heats the trimmings, and sends them through a centrifuge process that separates the fat and the meat. The resulting product is LFTB that is 94% to 97% lean beef, according to BPI.

In addition to developing the process to extract the meat from beef trimmings, BPI developed a process that uses ammonium gas (anhydrous ammonia) as an antimicrobial intervention directed primarily at *E. coli* O157:H7,\(^5\) but also effective on *Salmonella*. The ammonium hydroxide antimicrobial process, called pH enhancement by BPI, was approved by USDA in 2001.\(^6\) During the production process, BPI treats the LFTB with food-grade ammonia gas; the gas mixes with water in the meat and creates ammonium hydroxide, which in turn raises the pH level in the LFTB and kills pathogens.\(^7\) After the ammonium hydroxide treatment, the LFTB is quick-frozen and pressed. LFTB is then ready to be combined with beef trimmings to produce ground beef. LFTB is often combined at 10% to 20% by volume of the ground beef, depending on the

---


\(^4\) Information on BPI is available at http://www.beefproducts.com/index.php.

\(^5\) *E. coli* O157:H7 has been considered an adulterant since 1994. If it is found in meat, the meat may not enter commerce.


specifications of the end users. LFTB is widely used as a way to boost the leanness of meat products. Besides ground beef, LFTB is also used in other products such as lunch meats, sausage, and canned meats.

Pathogen contamination is of special concern for ground beef, and pathogen reduction has been a crucial part of USDA’s inspection process. BPI’s pH enhancement method has been embraced by some food safety advocates, such as the Consumer Federation of America and STOP Foodborne Illness (formerly Safe Tables Our Priority), as an effective means to control pathogens in ground beef. LFTB has been widely used in the fast food sector and blended with ground beef that is sold at retail. It also has been used in ground beef that USDA’s Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) buys for domestic feeding programs, including the National School Lunch Program.

**Regulation of Ammonium Hydroxide**

Ammonium hydroxide has been widely used in food processing for many years. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) first evaluated ammonium hydroxide’s health and safety status in the early 1970s. It is used directly in baked goods, cheese, chocolates, and puddings. In addition, ammonium hydroxide is a processing aid in dairy products, confections, baked goods, breakfast cereals, eggs, fish, sports drinks, beer, and meat. It is used as a leavening agent and pH control agent in food production. The use of ammonium hydroxide is based on its status as an FDA “generally recognized as safe” (GRAS) substance that is used according to current good manufacturing practices.

Addressing concerns about substances in foods, in 1969, President Nixon directed the FDA to evaluate the safety of GRAS food substances used in food production. The FDA contracted with the Life Sciences Research Office (LSRO) of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology to assess the health effects of GRAS food substances, to review the scientific literature on the substances, and to make any necessary recommendations for restrictions in food use. LSRO established a committee of scientists—the Select Committee on GRAS Substances (SCOGS)—to evaluate the data on GRAS substances and provide reports to FDA. Once FDA reviewed and accepted the SCOGS conclusions, FDA issued proposed rules in the Federal Register to affirm the status of GRAS substances.

The FDA affirmed that ammonium hydroxide was a GRAS food substance in 1974. On a scale of 1 to 5, ranging from no evidence of a hazard (1) to insufficient evidence to evaluate a

---

8 International Food Information Council Foundation, *Food Insight*, “Questions and Answers about Ammonium Hydroxide Use in Food Production,” December 30, 2009. Ammonia and ammonium hydroxide are very common compounds, found naturally in the environment (in air, water, and soil) and in all plants and animals, including humans. Ammonia is a source of nitrogen, an essential element for plants and animals. Ammonia is also produced by the human body—by our organs and tissues and by beneficial bacteria living in our intestines. See http://www.foodinsight.org/Resources/Detail.aspx?topic=Questions_and_Answers_about_Ammonium_Hydroxide_Use_in_Food_Production.

9 21 C.F.R. §184.1139 (c)(1).

10 Food and Drug Administration, HHS, *History of the GRAS List and SCOGS Reviews*, http://www.fda.gov/Food/FoodIngredientsPackaging/GenerallyRecognizedasSafeGRAS/GRASSubstancesSCOGSDatabase/ucm084142.htm#.

11 Food and Drug Administration, “Select Committee on GRAS Substances (SCOGS) Opinion: Ammonium hydroxide,” 1974, http://www.fda.gov/Food/FoodIngredientsPackaging/GenerallyRecognizedasSafeGRAS/GRASSubstancesSCOGSDatabase/ucm260862.htm. For further information on GRAS, see FDA’s website on GRAS at http://www.fda.gov/Food/FoodIngredientsPackaging/GenerallyRecognizedasSafeGRAS/default.htm. Also see CRS (continued...)
hazard (5), the SCOGS reached conclusion number 1 for ammonium hydroxide: “There is no
evidence in the available information on ... ammonium hydroxide ... that demonstrates, or
suggests reasonable grounds to suspect, a hazard to the public when it is used at levels that are
now current or might reasonably be expected in the future.”

In April 1978, FDA issued a proposed rule to affirm the GRAS status of ammonium hydroxide
(43 Federal Register 14064). The rule was finalized in November 1983 (48 Federal Register
52438) and amended to make a technical correction in 1994. Ammonium hydroxide is regulated
under 21 C.F.R. §184.1139.

The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) of USDA is responsible for the inspection of meat
and poultry products to ensure safety and wholesomeness for human consumption. FSIS
determines the suitability of GRAS substances for use in meat and poultry production. FSIS
Directive 7120.1, “Safe and Suitable Ingredients Used in the Production of Meat, Poultry, and
Egg Products” lists two uses of ammonium hydroxide: The first as a pH control agent in brine
solutions, and the second as an antimicrobial agent for beef carcasses and boneless beef
trimmings. Anhydrous ammonia is listed as an antimicrobial agent for LFTB when LFTB is
quick-frozen and mechanically stressed. Whether it is used as a pH control or an antimicrobial
agent, labeling is not required, because it is used as a processing aid (see below).

Labeling Requirements for Ammonium Hydroxide

Federal regulations require that ingredients used in foods be included on food labels. When
USDA approved BPI’s use of ammonium hydroxide as an antimicrobial intervention, USDA
determined that it was a processing aid and not an ingredient. USDA does not define processing
aids, but uses FDA’s definition. Processing aids are defined in regulation as:

1. substances that are added during the processing of a food but are removed in
   some manner from the food before it is packaged in its finished form;

2. substances that are added to a food during processing, are converted into
   constituents normally present in the food, and do not significantly increase the
   amount of the constituents naturally found in the food; or

3. substances that are added to a food for their technical or functional effect in the
   processing but are present in the finished food at insignificant levels and do not
   have any technical or functional effect in that food.

(...continued)

Report RL34247, Federal Regulation of Substances Generally Recognized As Safe (GRAS) and the Use of Carbon
Monoxide in Packaging for Meat and Fish, by Vanessa K. Burrows and Cynthia Brougher.

12 Ibid.
13 See CRS Report RL34247, Federal Regulation of Substances Generally Recognized As Safe (GRAS) and the Use of
   Carbon Monoxide in Packaging for Meat and Fish, by Vanessa K. Burrows and Cynthia Brougher, for information on
   the joint role of FDA and USDA in GRAS substance use in meat and poultry products.
15 Ibid. p. 7.
16 21 C.F.R. 101.4.
17 21 C.F.R. 101.100 (a)(3).
FSIS’s Labeling and Program Delivery Division decides on a case-by-case basis whether or not a substance meets the FDA requirements and does not allow meat processors to self-determine the use of a substance as a processing aid.\(^{18}\) Processing aids do not have to be included in the ingredient list on food labels.

The “Pink Slime” Controversy Redux

Although LFTB had received negative press in previous years, the issue re-emerged dramatically on March 7, 2012, when ABC News broadcast a report about the use of LFTB in retail beef products.\(^{19}\) The report referred to LFTB as “pink slime,” and described LFTB as “beef trimmings that were once used only in dog food and cooking oil, but now [are] sprayed with ammonia to make them safe to eat.” Two days before the ABC News report, The Daily, an online news publication, reported that USDA was buying 7 million pounds of LFTB for the school lunch program.\(^{20}\) The report also referenced a video from celebrity chef Jamie Oliver’s *Food Revolution* television show from April 2011 that shows beef trimmings, characterized as inedible, being mixed with what appears to be household cleaning ammonia to simulate the process for making LFTB.\(^{21}\) At about the same time, The Lunch Tray, an online blog focused on kids, food, and school lunches, set up an online petition calling for USDA to stop buying LFTB for the school lunch program.\(^{22}\)

Even before the current explosion of negative press about LFTB, questions were raised about BPI’s LFTB product from the standpoint of both the quality of meat (i.e., beef trimmings) and the use of ammonium hydroxide in the production process. An article in the *New York Times* in December 2009 raised issues about BPI’s LFTB. The article noted opposition to LFTB by two former USDA employees on the basis of the quality of the meat and the validation process for the safety of the ammonium hydroxide process. Their opposition dated back to USDA’s approval of the ammonium hydroxide process more than ten years ago. At that time, in an internal email, which became public as part of a *New York Times* Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, one of the USDA employees had called LFTB “pink slime,” and characterized as “fraudulent labeling” the labeling of ground beef blended with LFTB as “ground beef.”\(^{23}\)

Prior to the latest wave of publicity about LFTB, three of the largest fast food chains stopped using LFTB in their ground beef. McDonald’s, the largest buyer of ground beef; Burger King; and

---


\(^{21}\) Ibid. Accessed on March 19, 2012. Also see, “Jamie Oliver’s Food Revolution: Pink Slime—70% of America’s Beef Is Treated with Ammonia,” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wshlnRWNtG0.


Taco Bell reportedly stopped using LFTB in 2011. Although some press stories credited Jamie Oliver’s campaign against “pink slime” for the decision by McDonald’s, according to the McDonald’s senior director for U.S. Quality Systems and Supply Chain Management, “the decision to remove BPI products from McDonald’s system was not related to any particular event but rather to support our effort to align our global beef raw material standards.” Burger King also issued a similar statement.

Fallout from the LFTB Controversy

One of the first reactions to the LFTB controversy was USDA’s decision to give school districts the option to buy ground beef without LFTB. Those who oppose the use of LFTB maintained that if fast food chains will not use LFTB, then it should not be used in ground beef for school lunches. Quickly thereafter, major grocery store chains announced that they would stop using LFTB in ground beef sold in their stores. As a result, the makers of LFTB have reduced production, cattle and beef market prices have declined, and some companies have decided to voluntarily label ground beef that contains LFTB.

School Lunches

On March 15, 2012, USDA announced that, due to consumer demand, it would allow school districts that participate in the National School Lunch Program to choose whether or not to buy ground beef that includes LFTB for the next school year. In its press release, USDA also affirmed that LFTB is a safe, nutritious product. In a news conference on March 29, 2012, Secretary of Agriculture Vilsack affirmed the safety and benefits of LFTB, but also said that USDA had to listen to its customers. He hoped that “this choice is being made based on the facts; this product is safe, it contains less fat and historically has been less expensive.”

USDA does not buy LFTB but allows ground beef suppliers to include LFTB in ground beef, up to 15% by volume. In 2011, USDA bought 117 million pounds of ground beef that included 7.2 million pounds (about 6.2%) LFTB. According to USDA’s Undersecretary for Food, Nutrition, and Consumer Services, schools buy about 60% of their beef through USDA.

It is too early to determine the economic impact of USDA’s announcement. Schools and school districts will make decisions this spring about ground beef purchases for the next school year. The decision to purchase only ground beef that does not include LFTB could raise the cost of ground beef purchases. Reportedly, in mid-March the price of 90% lean beef trimmings was 16% higher than the price of LFTB. However, this is not the price difference that schools will be considering in their buying decisions. AMS buys 85% lean fine beef (90% lean ground beef patties) for USDA feeding programs. In an initial analysis of the potential effect, if the 85% lean fine beef that AMS buys includes LFTB, the LFTB would be limited to 15% of the formulation and USDA estimates the cost could be 3% less than 85% lean fine beef formulated without LFTB. This cost reflects the blending of LFTB with other ground beef, plus the cost of pathogen testing that is required on all ground beef purchased by AMS, and delivery costs. The price that schools will ultimately pay depends on market prices and demand when buying decisions are finalized later this year.

Retailers Halt Use of LFTB

Shortly after the onslaught of media attention, grocery retail chains began re-evaluating the use of LFTB in ground beef. ABC News reported on March 21, 2012, that Safeway, SuperValu, and Food Lion, large supermarkets with thousands of stores across the United States, would stop buying ground beef with LFTB. Over the next two days, most of the major grocery chains, such as Kroger (the largest U.S. grocery chain), BI-LO/Winn Dixie, Giant, and Hy-Vee announced that they would no longer sell ground beef that included LFTB. Several chains (for example, Costco and Whole Foods) reported that they did not carry ground beef with LFTB, while Walmart said it would give consumers a choice of ground beef with and without LFTB. In statements released to the press, the grocery stores that stopped carrying ground beef with LFTB stated that it was safe, but that their customers were demanding that it not be used in ground beef. Since the initial announcements, Hy-Vee, a Midwestern grocery chain, revised its policy based on feedback from customers and decided to offer a choice of ground beef with and without LFTB.

BPI Cuts LFTB Production

The immediate weight of LFTB being in the media spotlight for nearly three weeks fell on BPI. On March 26, 2012, in response to decreased demand for LFTB, BPI announced that it would temporarily shut three of its four processing plants, laying off 650 employees. The closed plants are in Garden City, Kansas; Amarillo, Texas; and Waterloo, Iowa. The fourth BPI plant, in South Sioux City, Nebraska, remains open. BPI indicated that it would pay employees in the interim as

---

31 Telephone conversation with Craig Morris, Deputy Administrator, Livestock and Seed Program, AMS, March 19, 2012.
the situation is sorted out. This move cuts BPI’s estimated daily production capacity of LFTB by more than half, from about 1.5 million pounds per day to about 700,000 pounds.\(^{35}\) Two days after the BPI announcement, Cargill, which produces a similarly finely textured beef (FTB), also announced that it was cutting production of FTB as some of its customers asked for ground beef without it.\(^{36}\)

Total production of LFTB and FTB in the United States has been reported to be about 850 million pounds per year.\(^{37}\) Another analyst estimates that BPI and Cargill produced about 600 million pounds in 2011, and at the peak of production, around 2009 or 2010, produced 725 million pounds annually.\(^{38}\) It takes about two to three pounds of 50% lean trimmings to make one pound of LFTB, thus adding substantial value to more than 1 to 2 billion pounds of low-valued 50% beef trimmings. Some cattle and beef analysts have argued that it would take an additional 1.5 million head of cattle to produce the beef necessary to replace the use of LFTB and FTB.\(^{39}\)

The cutback in LFTB also will have an impact on processors who use LFTB. According to the National Meat Association (NMA), more than 3,000 suppliers will be affected by the cutbacks in LFTB output. On April 2, 2012, a Pennsylvania ground beef processor, AFA Foods, filed for bankruptcy. AFA Foods has five facilities and the capacity to process 800 million pounds of ground beef annually. AFA uses LFTB in its ground beef formulations and stated that the LFTB controversy had collapsed the market for its product.\(^{40}\)

### Higher Ground Beef Prices Expected

Even before the LFTB controversy flared up in early March, U.S. beef prices were heading higher. The primary reason is that the U.S. cattle herd is the smallest it has been since the early 1950s. With the small cattle herd, beef prices have been high and continue to increase. The average retail price of all fresh beef was a record $4.44 per pound in 2011. Through February 2012, the average price has already risen to about $4.63 per pound. Higher beef prices are expected to persist, as it will take a couple of years before the U.S. herd will begin to expand to the point that more beef is produced. Beef analysts believe the decisions made by many retailers to halt the use of LFTB will result in even higher prices, especially in the near term, as seasonal demand for ground beef increases heading into the summer months.

Recent decisions on the use of LFTB have greatly altered the demand for 50% lean beef trimmings (used to produce LFTB), and the effect on price has been immediate. Since the beginning of March 2012, the price of fresh 50% lean beef trimmings has plunged 42%, from

---


$1.01 per pound to $0.59. The price of fresh 90% lean beef trimmings, which are already near record highs, has held fairly steady at $2.18 per pound, $0.01 lower than at the beginning of March. However, most beef analysts expect the price of 90% lean beef trimmings to rise as an increased amount of 90% lean will be needed to replace LFTB in ground beef. The price of 50% lean will be lower, but 50% lean trimmings account for a small portion of ground beef because many consumers want leaner ground beef products.

According to Oklahoma State University’s Dr. Derrell Peel, the impact of the use of LFTB can be demonstrated with two different formulations of lean ground beef. First, a combination of 10% fat trim (50% lean) and 90% lean trim (90% lean) will yield ground beef that is 86% lean, a fairly common leanness sold in grocery stores and desired by consumers wanting lean ground beef. The same 86% lean ground beef could be formulated with 10% LFTB (95% lean), 11.25% fat trim, and 78.75% lean trim. The use of LFTB results in a more efficient use of fat beef trimmings and a nearly 13% reduction in the most expensive raw input in ground beef, 90% lean, for which supplies are tight.

Another likely effect is that more beef will be imported from Australia and New Zealand to supplement the tight domestic supplies of lean beef. In early March, USDA raised its forecast for beef imports by nearly 7% to 2.2 billion pounds. This increase was forecast prior to the LFTB controversy, so importers may now find increased demand for foreign beef, especially as the price of lean beef trimmings increases.

The LFTB decisions are also showing up on the beef packers’ bottom line. Reportedly, beef packers are currently losing more than $100 for each head of cattle slaughtered, and a beef analyst estimated that more than $30 of the $100 was due to the loss of the LFTB market and the falling demand for 50% lean trimmings. Eventually, packer losses will affect feedlots as packers reduce the price they pay feedlots for slaughter-ready cattle. Ultimately, cattle producers will be paid less for their cattle as feedlots offer less money for feeder cattle placed on feed. Some analysts estimate that the loss of the LFTB market will result in producers receiving $10 less per head of cattle.

**Labels for LFTB**

On April 2, 2012, USDA confirmed that some companies have asked to include LFTB labels on ground beef, and USDA indicated that it would approve the requests. By adding a label stating that a package of ground beef does or does not contain LFTB, the company would be making a claim, similar to stating that beef is from Angus or Hereford cattle. Adding the LFTB claim label

---

would be voluntary. USDA will certify that the labels are correct. LFTB would not be included in the required ingredient label.

In response to USDA’s decision, BPI stated:

While ground beef is a single ingredient product (beef) and lean finely textured beef therefore is not required to be listed separately on any label, we believe USDA’s decision to allow companies to voluntarily include information on their label regarding LFTB content will be an important first step in restoring consumer confidence in their ground beef. Based upon the numerous taste panel studies conducted using BPI’s lean beef and strong consumer preference for ground beef that contains our LFTB, we feel this development will allow more customers to provide options to consumers and pave the way for BPI’s lean beef to reestablish its place in the market.46

Food Safety Concerns

On March 29, 2012, the governors of Iowa, Kansas, and Texas, along with the lieutenant governors of Nebraska and South Dakota, toured the BPI plant in South Sioux City, Nebraska, and held a news conference to support BPI and the production of LTFB.47 The governors emphasized that LFTB is beef and that it is safe. Generally, the safety of the product has not been questioned, although many of the stories imply there may be a food safety issue with LFTB. ABC News, whose reports focused the public’s attention on LFTB, said it never reported that LFTB was unsafe, only that ground beef was not labeled when LFTB was used.

As reported in an online blog on food safety, Dr. James Marsden, a food safety expert from Kansas State University, noted as the controversy was unfolding early on that:

There are all kinds of ingredients in food products that can be falsely characterized as unappetizing when viewed out of context. When lay persons see the processes of cheese manufacturing, wine making and the production of the most high quality gourmet processed meats, some of the stages in the process are less than appetizing. I think the criticism of BPI’s products are based on quality perceptions, not food safety.48

BPI has been recognized for its innovation in food safety through extensive testing for *E. coli* O157:H7, and recently started to test for other strains of *E. coli*. BPI also was an early adopter of the “test and hold” policy, whereby all of its product is withheld from commerce until pathogen test results are confirmed negative. Some food safety advocates who have defended the use of LFTB have expressed concern that the outcry over “pink slime” could have a detrimental effect on food safety, as the barrage of publicity could stifle further innovation. Nancy Donley, president and spokesperson for STOP Foodborne Illness, described the situation in a recent opinion piece in *Food Safety News*:

There has been a lot of misinformation swirling around the Internet and on TV about lean beef trim produced by Beef Products, Inc. As I stated earlier, I have personally visited their plant and

---


the categorization of calling their product “pink slime” is completely false and incendiary. Consumers need to understand that this product is meat, period, and that the use of ammonia hydroxide in minute amounts during processing improves the safety of the product and is routinely used throughout the food industry. There are many types of interventions including food-grade antimicrobial sprays which are used on all manner of foods. Some of these things may sound icky and gross, especially when inaccurately portrayed. These interventions are necessary in ridding meat of deadly pathogens and are required to prove they pose no threats to consumers. Companies would be prohibited by the USDA and FDA to use substances that could be harmful in human consumption.49

Donley continues that she is “very concerned that mis-categorization campaigns such as this ‘pink slime’ campaign will cause well-intentioned companies such as BPI to cease innovations for developing better food safety technologies and strategies.”

Congressional Interest

Some Members of Congress expressed concern about LFTB in the weeks following the media focus on LFTB. Some congressional reactions focused on USDA’s decision to give school districts a choice about whether to buy ground beef with or without LFTB. For example, Senator Feinstein (in a letter to Secretary Vilsack) and Representative DeLauro (in a statement) applauded USDA for giving school districts a choice, and for providing consumers the right to know and choose what is in their food.50 Other letters to USDA from Senator Gillibrand, Senator Tester, and from Representative Pingree called on USDA to completely remove “pink slime” from school lunches.51

Besides calling for outright bans on LFTB in school lunches, other members called on USDA to re-evaluate labeling policy for LFTB. In a March 29, 2012, letter to Secretary Vilsack, Representative DeLauro and Representative Farr encouraged USDA to “evaluate the transparency of labeling related to LFTB products.”52 They further noted that some companies have offered a choice on LFTB, but only USDA could ensure that all consumers have a choice.

In addition to letters and statements, Representative Pingree, on March 30, 2012, introduced the Requiring Easy and Accurate Labeling of Beef Act (REAL Beef Act; H.R. 4346), which amends the Federal Meat Inspection Act to require that packages of beef include a label stating whether the product contains lean finely textured beef. Representative Pingree noted that H.R. 4346 is about “choice and transparency,” giving consumers the information they need to make decisions about what they buy.


On March 28, 2012, three members of the Iowa House delegation, Representative Boswell, Representative King, and Representative Latham, sent Secretary Vilsack a letter asking that USDA take steps to educate the public about the safety and benefits of LFTB.53 On April 2, 2012, Representative King circulated a “Dear Colleague” letter—titled “Beef Is Not a By-Product”—to fellow House members, asking that they review material about LFTB. The letter noted that LFTB was safe and nutritious and that BPI had been subjected to a misinformation campaign over the previous several weeks. Reportedly, Representative King is seeking a congressional hearing on the BPI/LFTB situation.54
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